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parties the electorate votes and confers on one or other power
to realize a programme. The government is the executive agent
of the majority programme whose most active adherents have
constituted a party. Of the parties which "fight" the election, the
winner supplies the government, while the duty of the loser is
at once to supply a critical opposition., and to be prepared to
supply an alternative government when and if the next appeal
to the electorate reverses the former decision. The function of
the party as a party is to supply a force capable of organizing
opinion, and technically its positive work is outside parliament.
As an organization it becomes of paramount importance only
during a period of interregnum when the nation is being called
upon to decide whether or no a change of policy, of majority, of
government is necessary. Once the election is over, the function
of the majority party which supplies the government (i.e. its
own leaders), whatever function (e.g. that of criticism in detail)
the individual may arrogate to himself, is to give the government,
its emanation, a majority as the parliamentary system demands;
and as a party it can have no other function so long as the ministry
continues to be the loyal executant of the party policy endorsed
by the electorate.
Now to the experience of the German politician who took
over the government of the Reich in 1918 that was something
entirely foreign. His tradition was of a government imposed on
parliament, of a constitutional insistence on the gulf between
the executive which was also the legislative power and the repre-
sentatives of the nation. The whole idea of parliament as the
concrete expression of a mandate to a ministry for legislation was,
however much he knew by study the theory of parliamentary
government, completely alien to all his experience of the relations
between parliament and government. As a result the parties
had acquired a peculiar meaning of their own; they, and not the
ministry, were the instruments, feeble no doubt, of the popular
will.
Now had the transference of authority from an autocratic to
a parliamentary regime come as the result of an internal political
struggle, the problem of adjusting conceptions and practices to

